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investigating Mediterranean ecosystems:  
a student research project on the cycladic islands of the aegean sea

i am sitting in a stone hut barely six feet high, made out of 
rough-hewn rocks, and through a veil of smoke i am trying to 
decipher the thoughts of a fierce-looking shepherd with a huge 
mustache, who eyes me suspiciously. i am trying to convince 
him to let us work on his land in order to better understand the 
impacts of grazing on the native vegetation. together with a 
group of UM students i am spending the summer on the cy-
clades, a group of archetypical greek islands, investigating the 
relationship between humans and the natural environment. 

the team consists of an interdisciplinary group of students and 
faculty from UM, israeli and greek universities. our goal is to 
both elucidate the function of these Mediterranean island eco-
systems and figure out ways to promote sustainable livelihoods 
for the local communities. 

the aegean islands where we have been working are an excel-
lent place to investigate how humans have shaped the local 
environment. the region has been inhabited for thousands of 
years, and walking over the island landscape, one constantly 
stumbles over historically significant structures. I still remem-
ber the first time I was dropped off on an uninhabited islet to 
document the local wildlife, and instead discovered a neolithic 
settlement. on naxos, our base island, one can visit within an 
hour’s time paleolithic worship sites, classical period temples, 
Byzantine chapels, venetian fortresses and ottoman era build-
ings, in addition to more recent, but still traditional, island 
settlements. human agriculture and animal husbandry have, over 
the millennia, profoundly affected the vegetation, replacing the 
original forest with an open agricultural matrix. the islands are 
covered with the characteristic dry-stone walls and terraces, a 
network of pharaonic proportions, which, build over millennia, 
have made agriculture possible on the steep island slopes. yet, 
despite the pervasive human influence on the region, the islands 
harbor an impressive diversity: naxos, smaller than metropolitan 
Detroit, harbors as many plant species as the entire state of 
Michigan. 

the region is unusual because an abundance of historical and 
archaeological sources provide a unique perspective on past 
human activities in the region, as well as their effects on the 
local ecosystems. the human evidence is important to our work, 
and for this reason, the team also includes Dr. Despina Margo-
menou, UM faculty in the Modern greek program with expertise 
and extensive research experience in both the anthropology 
and archaeology of the region.  her participation has added 
interdisciplinary depth to the project by shedding light on the 
cultural factors shaping the ecology of a region, providing 
historical depth to the human-environment interactions.  While 
traditional agriculture has been largely sustainable, modern 
livestock rearing practices are not.  Massive overgrazing, 
caused by thousands of goats and sheep, has degraded the 
vegetation of the cyclades, and one of the focal aims of our 
research is to apply cutting-edge ecological science to under-

stand which practices are sustainable. our research has demon-
strated how rising numbers of livestock foraging on shrubs and 
other woody plants in an area lead to decreases in vegetation 
cover, declines in wildlife populations, as well as a collapse in 
the number of wild bees, a critical group of organisms respon-
sible for the pollination of crops. at the same time, overgrazing, 
which degrades flower cover, also undermines domestic bee 
populations and hence honey production, one of the key natural 
products exported from the region. By understanding the nature 
of the tradeoffs between increased livestock numbers, declin-
ing biological diversity, and the associated ecosystem services 
provided by nature to local societies, we hope to be able to 
provide management guidelines to local communities. 

although research has been the primary focus our effort, 
education and training of students are equally important. each 
UM student has a different research topic and is spending the 
summer collecting data towards a paper or thesis.  students 

get involved in all aspects of research, from the inception of a 
project idea, through planning and data collection, to analysis 
and results interpretation. at the same time they get hands-on 
experience learning how various academic disciplines operate 
and gain valuable insights by putting these approaches togeth-
er. Becoming comfortable operating in this very international 
environment, students gain appreciation for the common traits 
that all humans share irrespective of their ethnic background.  

the project gives students of diverse backgrounds working with 
an interdisciplinary team of scientists the opportunity to experi-
ence different modes of inquiry. and by interacting with the lo-
cal communities they witness the diversity of human societies and 
values. they expand their cultural horizons and become citizens 
of the world.

Johannes foufopoulos is an associate professor in the school of 
natural resources and environment at the University of Michi-
gan. his research focuses on issues of biodiversity conservation 
especially in Mediterranean ecosystems.

top photo from left to right: colin Donihue (w/ blue shirt, yale University), a local 
field assistant,  Johannes Foufopoulos,  Erin O’Brien (SNRE, UM); Panos Stratis, 
scott Brenton (snre, UM).
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Kinsey Brock



this newsletter gives prominence to research and curricular initia-
tives drawing our students into Modern greek studies, an important 
dimension of our program’s work.  With this column i want to give 
focus to another dimension, our contribution to the professional field 
of Modern greek studies.

in november 2013, a host of UM faculty, graduate students, and an 
alumna descended upon Bloomington, indiana for the 23rd biennial 
symposium of the Modern greek studies association (Mgsa).  

the Mgsa symposium is the academic conference of scholars 
working on subjects relating to greece and cyprus in the modern 
world. it is a key initiative of the Mgsa, the 400-member strong 
professional organization bringing together people from around the 
world who work on greek subjects in almost every discipline of the 
humanities and social sciences.  each symposium takes place at a 
different north american location. the symposium 2013 was hosted 
by the Modern greek program of indiana U under the direction of 
Dr. franklin hess.  it included 21 panels of academic papers, three 
special sessions, informal caucus meetings, and a keynote address. 

UM’s Modern greek program made a strong appearance with no 
less than eight colleagues: natalie Bakopoulos (english), etienne 
charriere (comparative literature), Maria hadjipolycarpou (com-
parative literature), vassilis lambropoulos (classical studies and 
comparative literature), Despina Margomenou (classical studies), 
nevila pahumi (history), yona stamatis (school of Music alumna, 
now at U Illinois, Springfield), and me (Classical Studies).  Each had 
an active role in the symposium.  several presented current work 
(Bakopoulos, Charriere, Pahumi, Stamatis); one organized caucus 
meetings of the subdisciplines of Modern Greek (Hadjipolycarpou); 
two chaired panel sessions (Lambropoulos and Margomenou); one 
performed music (Stamatis); and I chaired the Program Committee 
for the entire symposium.  

the symposium had several highlights.  among them, “Writing 
greece,” the opening plenary session organized by natalie Ba-
kopoulos and chaired by vassilils lambropoulos, attracted special 
attention.  the two panelists, Bakopoulos and christopher Bakken, 
offered the perspective of american authors whose imaginative 
work centers on greece, adding their creative voices to the analyti-

cal work of scholars. in their hour-long discussion, each read from 
their work: Bakopoulos from her novel, The Green Shore (simon 
and Schuster, 2012) and Bakken from his non-fiction book on the 
elements of food in Greece, Honey, Olives, Octopus:  Adventures at 
the Greek Table (U california, 2012). then they addressed some of 
the intricacies of writing imaginatively about greece for american 
readers. a rich Q&a raised a number of questions.  how do writers 
select and research their material? how do they add their voices 
to a culture with a vivid, magnetic presence? how do they access 
the rich traditions of a place and culture without reducing it to the 
clichéd? Bakopoulos and Bakken kept returning to those questions as 
they explored how their writer’s perspective contributes to the liter-
ary composition of greece. 

another highlight was the keynote address of yanis varoufakis, 
professor of economic theory at U athens, visiting professor at the 
school of public affairs at U texas, austin, author of many books, 
and a prominent contributor to debates on the recent economic 
crises. Many of us have been following his blog, “thoughts for the 
post-2008 World” (yanisvaroufakis.edu). as chair of the program 
committee, i created a committee to call for papers, build a website 
for submissions and communication, review 136 abstracts and five 
special session proposals, and create the symposium program.  the 
committee selected varoufakis as the keynote speaker, inspired by 
his prominence in the public sphere at a time when the economy has 
been touching everyone’s life in new and confusing ways.  i had the 
honor of introducing him to an audience of several hundred people.   
the talk may be heard or downloaded from the Mgsa website, 
Mgsa.org.

We are proud of the UM involvement in the Mgsa, an organization 
that depends on the voluntary work of its members.  We presently 
serve as members of the executive Board and chairs or members 
of several committees.  through efforts such as ours, the biennial 
Symposium has grown in reputation; the JMGS, published by Johns 
hopkins University press, has become the most reputable periodical 
in the field (as of January 1, 2014, I became its Humanities Editor).  
the Mgsa.org website serves as an important conduit of informa-
tion and research portal.  We have contributed to the developing of 
a strong academic field with a worldwide audience.

 UM’s strong Presence at the 
Modern greek stUdies association 2013 syMPosiUM 
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exPloring PUblic health issUes in greece
 by alex Kiefer 

WINTER 2014My Greece

standing at the corner of leoforos alexan-
dras and fidippidou, a busy intersection in 
the greek capital, i anxiously checked my 
iPhone for missed calls. My two large duffle 
bags packed with clothing for three months 
rested at my feet, marking me as visitor in 
this bustling, working class area of the city. 
several minutes had passed since the ar-
ranged meeting time and numerous failed 
phone call attempts left me feeling uneasy. 
as i began to brainstorm how i could success-
fully locate and settle into my summer housing 
independently, my eyes shifted to a woman 
running through the crowd on the other side 
of the intersection. 

she dodged businessmen walking purpose-
fully to the ampelokipoi metro station, 
elderly women window-shopping for shoes, 
and teens idling outside the corner everest 
Bakery sipping frappes. My unease began 
to disappear. as she continued to run, she 
lifted her long, black dress slightly so that 
her black high-heeled shoes would not get 
caught. i couldn’t help but smile as i watched 
this, elegantly dressed woman run, causing 
heads to turn. When she was within a few feet, we made eye contact. 
With a wide smile she flung her arms out for an embrace. I hesitantly 
asked, “Dr. Kontou-filis?” her warm, welcoming embrace answered my 
question. 

in the summer of 2013, i was required to complete an internship for 
my master’s degree in public health at the University of Michigan’s 
school of public health. i was fortunate enough to obtain a position 
combining my academic and personal interests, Mental health and 
greece. When i learned i would be heading to athens, greece in a 
few months, i decided i needed to advance my Modern greek lan-
guage skills.

The knowledge, confidence, and support I received from taking Mod-
ern greek at UM more than adequately prepared me for my summer 
experience. through my studies, i became aware of an endowment 
established by UM alum Dr. Kalliopi Kontou-filis to assist UM students 
in academic and research endeavors in greece. When i received 
the award, i had no understanding of the impact that Dr. Kontou-filis 
would have on me both personally and professionally during my time 
in Athens. From our memorable first meeting on that busy street corner, 
i knew i would be cared for and mentored throughout my stay and 
beyond.

My summer work took place at the University Mental health research 
institute (Ερευνητικό Πανεπιστημιακό Ινστιτούτο Ψυχικής Υγιεινής). 
i worked alongside a team of epidemiologists, psychologists, sociolo-
gists, and biostatisticians to analyze the debilitating effects of the 
Greek economic crisis on overall mental health. Specifically, I was 
responsible for generating a manuscript for publication that focused on 
greece and other countries experiencing similar economic crises and 
how mental health and social capital were influenced. Additionally, I 
aided in analysis of a cross-sectional study examining the link between 
individual/family variables and mental health. through this research, 
i learned that the severe austerity measures bestowed on greece by 
the european Union have caused unemployment rates to soar to fright-
ening levels. As many Greek citizens fall into unemployment, financial 
insecurities begin to be crippling and insurmountable, and ultimately 
culminate in increased rates of depression, suicidal ideation, and com-
pleted suicides.

 
 

it is almost impossible to pick up a newspa-
per today and not see a headline pertaining 
to greece and the european economic crisis. 
physically being in greece and witnessing the 
impact and influence of the economic crisis 
on public health and society added a valu-
able component to my education and personal 
growth.

additionally, my relationship with Dr. Kontou-
filis continued to grow throughout the summer. 
We would often meet for dinner, a theater 
show, or a quick chat about health policy in 
greece. aside from our passion for health in 
greece, we were strongly bound by our ties to 
UM (and our mutual love for Michigan foot-
ball). 

Unfortunately, there was a stark contrast 
between my welcoming from Dr. Kontou-filis 
in greece and the overall plight of greek citizens. i gained support 
while greeks were losing it. through my work and personal experi-
ence, I learned how influential support could be in my own precarious 
times in an unfamiliar society, and that health issues in greece are in 
drastic need of support as well.

i also came to understand not only the strength of the UM alumni 
network and the UM Modern greek Department, but the true meaning 
of “filoxenia.” My summer experience in Greece solidified my intent to 
pursue a career in international health. More importantly, the generos-
ity and opportunity offered to me, make it clear that i now have the 
responsibility and privilege of “paying it forward.” the UM Modern 
Greek Department and Dr. Kalliopi Kontou-Filis have forever influ-
enced “My greece.”
 
alex Kiefer is an american of greek descent originally from Weirton, 
West virginia. he is a graduate of Bucknell University (‘12) where he 
earned a Bs in neuroscience. he is currently a graduate student pursu-
ing an Mph at the UM school of public health (Degree expected ‘14).



screening: sMyrna: the Destruction of a cosmopolitan city, 1900-1922
Director, Maria iliou
4pM January 26, auditorium a, angell hall, 435 state street
The film focuses on the cosmopolitan character of the city and how it was destroyed in an era of 
nationalist conflict. It seeks to present a balanced narrative that honors the discipline of history as well 
as all the victims of the city’s destruction.

Civilization Gone Awry: Culture, Capitalism, and Conflict in Contemporary Europe
peter Bratsis, city University of new york
4pM february 20, 1636 school of social Work Building, University of Michigan
this lecture is part of the conversations on europe series presented by the center for european studies 
and co-sponsored by the Modern greek program.

12th annual pallas lecture
prof. neovi Karakatsanis, prof. of political science, indiana University south Bend
7pM March 26,  Michigan league
Karakatsanis will analyze and assess the U.s. perspective and its reaction to the colonels’ coup of 
1967.  highlighting the complex, contradictory nature of the U.s.-greek relationship, this presentation 
sets forth a nuanced understanding of the actors, strategies and interests involved in the run up and 
immediate aftermath of the colonels’ 1967 coup.   

New Courses
• Modern greek 499 language immersion study abroad (taught 
spring 2013 in thessaloniki and limnos as “activism and greek 
heritage in times of crisis: learning Modern greek through 
ethnographic exploration” by Dr. Despina Margomenou).
• classical civilization 121, “odysseys” freshman Writing seminar 
(taught fall 2013 by prof. artemis leontis).
• Modern greek 350 / classical archaeology 375:  archaeology 
and the public: archaeology and heritage in a globalized world 
(taught Winter 2014 by Dr. Margomenou), a new course studying how 
archaeology and the past reach the general public, organized around 
a series of ethics Bowls debating the ethical implications and impact of 
archaeological practice in the contemporary world.

Pedagogical interventions
• “conversations on culture” Module for intermediate Modern greek: 
task based peer teaching via skype: teaching language through 
cultural comparisons. collaboration between UM Modern greek 
(Dr. Margomenou) and the center for foreign language teaching, 
University of thessaloniki (Dr. anna Maria hatzitheodorou).
 
Research and Internship Opportunities in Greece
• sustainability in Mediterranean ecosystems:  naxos and surrounding 
cycladic islands (spring/summer 2013, 2014 research project led by 
prof. Johannes foufopoulos).  the project brings together UM students 
of Modern greek and ecology or Biology (colton Babladelis, Joseph 
Jozlin, scott Brenton) with UM students from natural resources and 
students from the Universities of athens, tel aviv, new orleans, and 
texas (professor Johannes foufopoulos).
• Urop: exotic encounters in the Mediterranean: Mapping the impact of 
human interactions on the distributions of species and habitats (multiple 
semesters, led by Dr. Margomenou and prof. foufopoulos with students 
amelia runco and nicholas Mulcahy).  the project maps the distributions 
of different species of reptiles across the Mediterranean to the Black 
sea. these distributions occasionally cannot be attributed to biological 
imperatives or natural phenomena. The project explores the significance 
of human interactions and cultural factors and therefore engages 

archaeological, historical, and archival evidence.
• Urop: chalkidiki peninsula archaeological project, compiling a full 
bibliography of all pertinent archaeological reports and publications 
on the region where a new excavation of olynthos excavation will take 
place (the chalkidiki peninsula) under the direction of Dr. Margomenou 
and professor lisa nevett.  this is a required stage for any new 
excavation project.  the UM student, Kostantinos Demetral (Modern 
greek/archaeology) is researching the most comprehensive greek 
journal for excavations in northern greece, “archaeological research 
in Macedonia and thrace” (ΑΕΜΘ) and is even compiling in english an 
archive of short abstracts for each greek report, to be searchable by 
non-greek speakers.  
 
“Ellinomatheia” testing:
UM Modern greek will again be a testing center for the greek 
language proficiency exam,  “Ellinomatheia,” given by the Greek 
Ministry of education, in May 2014.  the exam offers six levels of 
exams testing reading comprehension, writing, listening, and speaking 
and gives certificates of attainment to those who achieve proficiency 
at each level.  the exam is for people of all ages and levels of greek 
learning, whether greek or non-greek, studying greek as a second 
or foreign language.  registration is handled by Mrs. anna georginis, 
a greek school teacher in the Detroit Metropolis.  in particular, she 
encourages greek school teachers in the area, parents of greek school 
students, and students of greek at the university level to contact her at 
egeorginis@wowway.com or 248-528-3531 at the time of registration.  

exams will take place on the following days in designated rooms in 
angell hall or Mason hall at UM, 435 s. state street, ann arbor, 
Michigan and will be overseen by professor leontis.  testing dates are:

• tuesday, May 20:  levels a1 (students 8-12, students and adults     
above 12), a2, and B2.
• Wednesday, May 21:  levels B2 and Γ1.
• thursday, May 22:  level Γ2.

2014 Winter Events
For more on Modern Greek’s events, visit our web site:  www.lsa.umich.edu/modgreek

UM Modern Greek Curricular Initiatives:  
 


